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A virtual library to help
manage your images,
and your image
Gain greater control of a limitless number of photo images using
Imagespace™ by Innersync. A great resource for companies or
any organization seeking maximum control of their photos,
Imagespace is the web-based solution that makes it easy to store,
catalog, find and share your digital assets. It brings all your photo
and graphics sources together into one convenient location. In turn,
you can distribute the images you want to the web content channels
you designate using a handy set of tools found only in Imagespace.
Automatically generate thumbnails, add notations and searchable
keywords — even create countless custom lightboxes — to serve
up easy access to your images. Imagespace leverages your digital
assets and puts them — not you — to work.

Imagespace features...
• Web-based access to all hi-res and low-res images
• Searchable files using meta-data
• Lightboxes for sharing containers of images
• Easy integration with web site
• Simple user administration tools
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IMAGESPACE SCREEN SHOT: Search your Imagespace
library using dates and custom or pre-determined keywords.
You can further refine your search by searching within results
for pinpoint image selection.

Find. Share. Imagine.
Use Imagespace™ to help you organize
and visualize all your photos.

From photographer to publisher, Imagespace streamlines how you
organize, discover and distribute your images. It creates great
efficiencies for any and all photo users throughout your company.
One convenient web-based location and a set of friendly tools not
only help you find and gather your images, but better control how
they’re used. Imagespace puts selected, approved images at the
fingertips of your content providers, for more accurate, more timely
and more creative depiction of your company’s image.

Seek and you shall find
Original hi-res files are loaded right onto the server using Imagespace’s
web-based tools. You create a batch name, then for each image
you apply a limitless number of key words that will help you search
according to the photo’s attributes. These tags afford you and your
users the ability to search and find just the images that you’re looking for. Thumbnails are automatically generated. All the images
are available in one shared library, with access easily controlled by
the user administrator.

Imagespace features
Easily administer
Grant permissions for the people that will be using
Imagespace. With simple tools, you designate who
gets access to what images.
Search images
Using meta-data tags, you can set pre-determined key
words, and you always have the option of applying
newer, more relevant keywords to images to refine
future search accuracy.
Improve user access to images
Allow designated user groups across many departments to put their hands on the images they need
with one centralized, categorized, easily accessible
web-based image repository.
Choose your image size
Search for images then simply download the original
hi-res image, the web version, or a link that can be
easily e-mailed or shared.
Create and collaborate
Assemble images to create lightboxes so you can
share photos and comments that ultimately lead up to
the final selection of published images.

Shedding some light on the creative process
Using Imagespace lightboxes, you can collaborate with other users
by assembling images and comments into one content “container”
that’s easily shared. E-mail your lightbox via an automatically generated link to give your users choices or make creative suggestions.
Designers and users in corporate communications, marketing, public
relations, field sales and other departments will appreciate how their
jobs are made easier with Imagespace.

Manage your images, and your image
Maintain corporate publishing standards by using Imagespace to
help you control the use of image content. Design integrity can be
reinforced and preserved when you make available to your authors
only the images you approve. “Push” the content that meets your
strategic communications objectives. You can elevate your company’s overall image by managing the flow and content of your photos
and images.

Get started…
To learn more about how Imagespace can help you gain maximum
control of your photos, e-mail us at imagespace@innersync.com,
call 513-333-0211 or go to www.innersync.com/imagespace.

IMAGESPACE SCREEN SHOT: Once you’ve searched and
found the images that meet your criteria, you can assemble
a lightbox, add comments, then share with anyone.
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